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Let's rock
UCF, UAB battle tonight in matchup
of 1-loss C:-USA teams -SEE si>oRTS,As
CRIME
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NEVER GIVING UP

Group
pursues
medical
amnesty

PR

AMichigan man was charged with .
drunken driving after going through two
bottles ofwine,cutting through a
snowstorm on his lawnmower and riding
down the center ofthe street to reach a
liquor store. Police found Frank Kozumplik,
on aJohn Deere tractor Saturday night,
toting four bottles ofwine in a paper bag.
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No Fla. ·public colleges
have amnesty policies
STEPHANIE WILKEN
Staff Writer
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LIANA COLE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Drew Kesse, father ofJennifer Kesse, helped to organize a community event titled"Beacon of Hope for the Missing"at the Mall at Millenia Saturday. Jennifer Kesse has been missing for 2 years.

Friends, family of missing
persons seek an~wers, change

,·

RAISA CAMARGO
Contributing Writer
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AROUND CAMPUS,A2

TURN IT IN CEO VISITS
UCFTODAY IN THE
STUDENT UNION
John Barrie, CEO ofTurn It In, will be
speaking at UCF today in three
different sessions throughout the
day. The first session will run from 10
a.m. to 11 a.m. and be held in Room
220 ofthe Student Union.
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LOCAL & STATE, A2

VEGAS-STYLE SLOTS
DEBUT AT SEMINOLE
HARD ROCK CASINO
Purse in hand and eyeglasses on, 80year-old Ruth Spivak stood behind a
velvet rope just steps away from the
bright lights, musical chiming and big
jackpots. Las Vegas-style slot machines
have come to.Rorida,and Spivak was
one ofhun~reds who showed up.

• )

After two years, 26-year-old Jennifer Kesse remains missing, but family members and friends are not giving up hope.
"When a person goes missing, awareness is absolutely
everything," said Jennifer Kesse's father, Drew Kesse. 'We
hope we get a miracle."
Jennifer Kesse, a UCF graduate student, went missing Jan.
24, 2006, after she did not show up for work. Police believe
she was abducted in or around her condominium at the
Mosaic at Millenia Her deserted car was found two days
later.
"I just miss her," said Jennifer Kesse's best friend, Lauren
Dolaghan, 27. "She's a great person. We need answers."
Jennifer Kesse's case is only one among the many missing
person cases that go unresolved every year. According to the
FBI National Crime Infonnation Center, more than 100,000
missing person records were active as of Dec. 31, 2006, the
same year that Jennifer Kesse became a part ofthat extensive list.
·~ we come together today to acknowledge the twoyear mark ofJennifer's disappearance, we must seize this
opportunity to recommit Qurselves, regardless of the
role we play, to reuniting families,"said Police Chief Val
Demings of the Orlando Police Department.
Saturday morning at the Mall at Millenia, Jennifer
Kesse's parents stood in solidarity not only for her, but also
for families of missing persons around the country.
"If we could bring one person ·home today, from here,
anywhere in America. it'll be incredible," Drew Kesse said

NATION & WORLD, A4

PrEASE SEE

SNOWSTORM HITS
WEST, CLOSING SCHOOLS
AND ROADS
Heavy snow pummeled Western
states from Washington to Arizona,
closing schools, roads and
government offices, causing
widespread havoc on roads and even
shutting down one ski resort.
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Jennifer Kesse has been missing since
January 2006, she was last seen near the
Mall at Millenia. Her car was found
abandoned in an apartment complex norfar
from where she lived.

Staff Writer

The UCF Board of
Trustees
approved fee
increases for both housing
and parking at its latest meeting.
.
.
The Housing Department's 2008-2009 fiscal year
will bring in a 3 percent, or
$75, rental increase. This
increase is a result of inflation in the cost of goods and
services, additional staff for
managed facilities and necessary repairs, according to ¢e
budget proposal approved at

lncreasesreffedchangingeconomy.

HOUSING FEE
Rental fees will increase by 3 percent,
or$75.
·
PARKING FEE
Parking decal fees will increase 5
percent.

the Jan. 17 meeting.
"More often than not,
[university] housing departments across the country are
auxiliary,
self-sustaining
agencies that generates its
own funds and receives no

8senate
seatswaitto
be filled
StaffWriter

FAMILIES ON A?

FEES INCREASED

AMNESTY ON AS

NATALIE COSTA

Board raises parking and housing fees
WHITNEY HAMRICK·

UCF could. becoine the first
public university in the state to
have a medical amnesty policy.
In doing so, UCF would join
a handful of other public universities, including University .
of Georgia and University of
Virginia.
Medical amnesty, called
"Good Samaritan" by some universities aims to shield students from some disciplinary
actions when the student calls
for help for alcohol or drug
abuse that threatens a student's
life. The policy was prepared
by Derek Harris, director of
student advocacy, Justin Martineau, College of Sciences senator seat 5, and Tina Kimball,
former student advocacy coordinator.,.,.
.
"What we're really doing
here is we're shifting the university focus.... Rather than
punishing students, we're getting the help that they need,"
Harris said.
According to the draft, "It is
imperative that someone call
for medical assistance when an
individual experiences severe
intoxication or serious injury
after consuming alcohol · or
other drugs. The potential for
judicial action by the Office of
Student Conduct may act as a
barrier to students in alcohol or
other related emergencies;
therefore the University of
Central Florida seeks to reduce

TUITION FEE
Tuition has increased 5 percent this
year.The Board of Governors wants a
25 percent increase within three years
but has not discussed it further.

state financial support, and
that is the same here at UCF,"
said Jeff Novak, assistant
director of Housing and Residence Life. "State budget
cuts have no bearing on the
housing department at UCF."

Each year, . the housing
department adjusts increases
according to the basic economic concept of supply and
demand.
"According to facilities
and services rendered, it
could be lower, and the next
year it could be higher," ·
Novak said. "The increases
reflect generated cost."
Compared to other uni:.
versities, such as the
University of South Florid~
which is facing increases of7
to 9 percent, UCF is doing
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON A6

Eight Student Government
Association Senate seats have
been vacated and are up for
grabs.
Currently, seats· are available
in the College of Sciences, College of Engineering, College of
Health and Public Affairs, College of Hospitality Management, College of Optics and
Photonics, College of Education, Graduate Studies and
Regional Campus.
There are two very basic
requirements for stµdents who
want to be senators: Applicants
must be UCF students, and they
must be part of the college they
want to represent.
.
Brian .Peterson, speaker of
the SGA Senate, said that potential candidates must fill out an
application and provide a
resume and a memo. After that,
PLEASE SEE
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AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Tum It In CEO visits UCF
John Barrie, CEO of Turn It
In, will be speaking at UCF
today in three different sessions. The first will run from 10
am. to 11 am. and will be about
faculty concerns about Turn It
In violating trademark and
copyright.
The next session will run
from 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. and
will address how Turn It In positively and negatively affects
students.
The final session will run
from 4 p.m. to 5:15 p.m. and will
discuss the value ofTurn It In in
preventing violation of trademark and copyright.
The first two sessions will
be held in Room 220 of the Student Union, while the third will
take place in the Student
Union's Pegasus Ballroom.

Focus the Nation hits UCF
Focus the Nation will be
held Thursday from 9 am. to 6
p.m. in the Student Union's
Pegasus Ballroom. The presentation will be titled "Our Planet,
Our Generation, Our Resolution: Environmental Change
Now!"
The Keynote Address will
be given by Hunter Lovins. For
more information, contact
wkanel@tampabay.rr.com.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Vegas-style slots debut at Seminole
Hard Rock Hotel and Casino
HOLLYWOOD - Purse in
hand and eyeglasses on, 80year-old Ruth Spivak stood
behind a velvet rope just steps
away from the bright lights,
musical chiming and big jackpots. Las Vegas-style slot
machines have come to Florida,
and Spivak was one of hundreds
who showed up Monday to feed
dollar bills or casino debit cards
into the 800 new machines at
the Seminole Hard Rock Hotel
and Casino.
The machines debuted
because of an agreement
between Gov. Charlie Crist and
Seminole Tribe of Florida's
leaders that went into effect just
weeks ago. Sought by the tribe
for years, the deal allows
expanded gambling for Vegasstyle games such as slots, blackjack and baccarat at its seven
Florida casinos.
Vegas-style players compete
against the house rather than
each other, a feature of the
bingo-style already available at
Seminole casinos.
Crist's agreement was challenged by House Speaker
Marco Rubio and Senate President Ken Pruitt, who said lawmakers must approve any
agreement he negotiates. The
Florida Supreme Court is
scheduled to hear arguments
about whether the compact is
valid on Wednesday.
'We believe that without
appropriate legislative review
and approval, the compact
authorizing the Seminoles to
expand gambling is . invalid,''
Rubio said in a statement emailed to The Associated Press.
PLEASE SEE
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Alumnus in Blue Man Group
KIMMY BARKER
Contributing Writer

Long-distance
gumball
catching and making music with
plumbing pipes, all while wearing blue paint, isn't what most
students at UCF imagine themselves doing after graduation.
All of these skills have
become life for Richard
Cravens. The 1994 UCF
alumnus used to wander the
campus, drum in the mare.bing
band and switched majors
countless times. Now, he rou~
tinely transforms into a blue,
curious, artistic. comedic character as a performer in the 81.ue
Man Group show at Universal
Studios in Orlando.
Cravens said that putting on
his costume and makeup is· an
escape from the everyday world!
"For me, it's all about getting
into that head space of the char~
acter." he said. 'The great thing
about the character and being a
Blue Man is it's all about taking
off the :mask ofsociety. It's like,
no longer do I have to play the
role ofRichard."
The openings for a Blue Man
role are limited. National Casting Director Deb Burton said in
a phone interview that about
3,000 people nationwide try out
for the role each year,. but only
eight to 15 a<;tors get the part.
Casting directors look for
either men or women - that's
right, even Blue Women - who
have strong acting and dxttmming backgrounds and are will·
ing to relocate.
The
candidates
with
significant potential are sent to
New York for an intense eight
weeks of training before perfol1lling their flr~t ,show.
Because the training is so men-.
sive, Blue Men are asked to
remain with the group for a
minimum of one year, although
- - ~ up s t ~ with the
company for five to 10 years,
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REQUIREMENTS

•5'10"-6'1"
Burton said
• Athletic build
"It's quite intense ... the train• Solid percussion/drum skills or strong
ing,'' Cravens said. "You would
musical background
be surprised the amount of
• Excellent acting skills - the ability to
things we have to catch in our
communicate honestly within the
mouths."
Junk food plays a big part in
dramatic circumstance and the ability to
the show. Twinkies, Captain
express emotions and communicate nonCrunch cereal, marshmallows
verbally
and gumballs are just a few of · • Open to exploring an alternative acting
the items that the Blue Men use
style
throughout the'8how.
• Able to let your ego go and embrace a
Another segment of the
collaborative working environment
show includes the Blue Men
• Dynamic,charismatic personality
creating art by spitting paint
• Open-minded
onto canvas, Cravens said this
• Willing to travel and /or relocate
talent is not one that comes naturally, and it is one of the things
taught 4unng training.
· of the ordinary. and we try to
"Maybe, eventually, you get mess with the other guys occaused to the taste of , paint," si9nal.ly, just to have fun up
Cravens said. "I'm not quite the:re,''
Cravens
said.
there yet."
''Sometimes, when something
Cravens performs up to 18 ridiculous happens, you just
shows a week along with six want to break out laughing.''
other members of the Orlando
He said that h~ can tell when
cast.
.
his fellow actors are fighting the
He said that performing for urge to lau~h by looking in their
the Blue Man Group is much eyes.
different than any ofhis past act"I can tell when one of the
ing jobs because the neutrality guys on stage has that urge to
of the costume encourages the want to laugh," he said. "But we
audience to focus on enjoying try and remember to stay in the
the performance rather than realm of the character."
judging the appearance of the
Cravens admits that his job is
performers.
unusual, but he said that he puts
Blue Man performers come in about the same number of
from a variety of backgrounds, hours as a typical 9-to-5 worker.
including acrobatics, .acting,
He ·said that constant
clowning and performing in rehearsals and multiple perBroadway musicals.
formances can be physically and
"People come from all differ- mentally tiring at tunes, but he
ent avenues;• Cravens said. "It makes time for his family and
makes for a very eclectic mix ... looks forward to going home at
which I love."
the end of the day.
Things can go wrong in a
Before becoming an Orlando
million different ways during a · Blue Man performer, ~ravens
show, so the Blue Men have to performed in shows with the
be prepared to improvise at any · .New York and Chicago Blue
moment. These performers are Mru1 groups.
known for their ability to conHe said he hopes to one day
tain an expressionless counte- use his psychology degree from
nance, even during the silliest UCF and teach a class at a unisituations.
versity so he can be known as
·~s Tletors, <>{ course ~~ the "'Cool professorwtlo used to
always doing things a little out be a Blue Man.''

The Centro/ Florida Future is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Rorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarilythose of the editorial staffor
the University administration. All content is property of
the CentralFIOl'ida Fu1ure and maynot be reprinted in part
Of in whole without permission from the publisher.
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LOCAL ON A4

LEfUSKNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition. ·
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LOCAL WEATHER
Today
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CHANCE
SHOWERS

High:74°

Low:58° -

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: A 20-percent chance of showers. Mostly cloudy with a high near
74. Southwest wind around 10 mph.
Tonight: A20-percent chance of
showers before 1 a.m. Mostly Cloudy.
North wind around 5 mph,

s

Thursday
PARTLY SUNNY

High: 81°
Low:61°

Friday

High:74°

CHANCE SHOWERS

Low:52°

One free copy ofthe CentralRoridaFuture permitted
per issue. If available, additional copies may be
purchased from ouroffice with prior approval for $1
each. Newspaper theft is a crime. Violators may
be subject to civil and criminal prosecution
and/or University discipline.
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Fihn fest focuses on climate issue
JEN GLANTZ
)

')

_;

(

.)
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Contributing Writer

Webcast addresses 2% cure

Global wanning has
become Too Hot Not To HanNATALIE MORERA
dle, as suggested by the name
News Editor
of one film to be showcased
during Focus the Nation's
UCF will pe the center of
film festival on Jan. 31.
the environmental moveThe film festival will be
ment for _o ne hour today
held in the Pegasus Ballroom
when it hosts a live webcast
and will feature a variety of
about
the need to decrease
films
exposing
climate
greenhouse gases.
changes and the factors that
The 2% Solution will.not
contribute to them.
only be live, but also interacThe filn;is that will be
tive. The webcast will
shown are provided by the
engage a studio audience,
Sierra Club Energy Film Fesand those viewing can partival, an organization that
ticipate
via cell phone in the
provides videos for energy
discussion of possible resoand climate-related film festilutions.
vals across the country.
Experts will discuss
Joan Morris,_ a fa,culty
methods
and ideas, with the
member
in
the
UCF
help of the interactive audisocielogy department, is in
ence, to decrease greencharge of the Focus the
house
gases by 2 percent
Nation film festival.
each year for the next 40
"Getting involved with
years, resulting in an 80 perFocus the Nation has provided a way to operationalize my _ cent decrease overall.
Joining the webcast will
longtime commitment to probe Stephen Schneider, a clitecting the environment,"
mate scientist ·at Stanford
Morris said.
University, sustainability
She said that the films in
expert
l{unter Lovins, green
the festival are divided into
jobs
pioneer
Van Jones and
three categories: local i,5sues,
youth climate leaders.
systemic
problems and
Schneider has
been
solutions. Each film category
studying global warming for
will be played in a diffei:ent
37years.
location, and the films will
He said the 2 percent
repeat as many times as possi.:.
·
decrease
would not show
ble between 10. am. and 6 p.m.
results
in
the next 10 years
The local issues category
because there is no way to
will display videos about the
lower greenhouse gas emisimpact of global warming in
sions that have already been
· places, such as the Appalachireleased.
an Mountains, and on people,
Schneider
said
that
such as the Pacific Islanders.
greenhouse
gas
emissions
in
It also includes a film about
2009
will
not
be
lower
than
the situation before and after
in 2008, but we "can get over
Hurricane Katrina called
the
hump."
Storm In The Gulf.
By decreasing the rele.a se
The films Earth To Ameriof these gases now, we
ca and The 'Irue Cost OfFood
would_have an investment
are just two of the seven films
for how fast they would
that will be shown in the
decrease in the future.
systemic problems category.
Penelope Canan, an enviThese films feature different causes of climate change
and examine several contro- favorite film at the festival is
versial businesses and other SUV City, a satire on the
practices that people may not absurdity of giant SUVs.
lmowabout.
"It's really funny - gets the
Morris said that her point across well," Morris said

ronmental sociologist and
The
environment~y
professor, has been studying friendly business is what
climate change for more drew Canan to her location.
than 20 years and has been at
"I sat and talked to PeneUCF since fall 2006.
lope [Canan]," Norris said.
Canan offered to host the "She seemed like a real withnational event at UCF one it lady."
year ago and reserved the
Norris said that hosting
Pegasus Ballroom for the The 2% Solution webcast
would be interesting and
event.
Canan has been putting fun.
the word out ever since.
"They connected with
''We have fliers, and we've me, and of course, I thought
taken them around to restau- it was a great opportunity to .
rants downtown and bul- reach out to UCF students,"
letins," Canan said. "Most Norris said
advertisements have been
Norris said she plans to
national because the webcast address the Focus the Nation
will be viewed by more than event in her cafe's newsletter
a thousand universities."
to let her customers lmow
Along with presenting in what's going on at UCF and
the Pegasus Ballroom and potentially bring people who
the Nike Community Center, are not-part of the movement
the group ventured to out- to the event.
"It's a great way to reach
side venues to seek particiout to my alma mater," Norpation.
'We were looking for dif- ris said.
Larry Hardin, 46, the
ferent venues that had a big
screen and that would also · owner of the Drunken Monbe happy and likely to host key Coffee Bar on North
something like this," Canan Bumby Avenue, will also_be
hosting the webcast.
said.
Hardin joined the event
Julie Norris, 29, is the coproprietor of the Dandelion when he received an e-mail
Communitea Cafe. Norris is from a member of Focus the
a UCF alumna who graduat- Nation at UCF.
ed in 2001 with · a general
Tiie Drunken Monkey
business degree.
Coffee Bar was considered
The cafe is a certified because of its large screen,
"green" business in a former suitable for the present;:1tion,
residence on North Thorn- and its eco-friendly service.
ton Avenue. It provides an
Canan said she hopes the
all-organic and vegetarian interactive webcast will get
menu for its guests made viewers excited about movfrom local ingredients.
ing forward with clean enerNorris is careful to use gy· and let everyone lmow
paper products that are that it is an obtainable goal.
unbleached and plates and
"There are options; the
silverware that are non-dis- time is right; everyone is
posable to help with waste united," Canan said. ''We can
production. All of the furni- go on as fellow residents of
ture and silverware is from this planet and do the right
thrift stores.
thing together."
The final section of films
falls within the solutions category, which explores different ways that people can .fix
climate-change problems.

These include steps people can take individually, such
as the ones presented in the
PLEASE SEE
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State leaders have said
they did not expect the tribe
to begin operating the slots
so quickly.
"When the compact went
into the Federal Register it
became law that we're
allowed to offer [Vegas-style]
devices," said frm Allen, CEO
of Seminole Gaming. "Obviously, we placed our orders
immediately."
Allen said two Nevadabased slots manufacturers,
International Gaming Technology and Bally Technologies Inc., delivered the
machines "in weeks, when it
usually takes months."
As part of the compact,
Florida has already received
a $50 million payment from
the tribe and is guaranteed
$100 million in the first year.
The state's share is set to
increase to up to $150 million
by the third year of the agreement, and after that will be
-based on revenues. Many
expect the state's share to
quickly add up to billions of
dollars.
The tribe plans to install
up to 15,000 slot machines
around the state, though it
will take some time to get
them installed at its other six
facilities.

40-year-old Hampton man
killed by explosive in Iraq
HAMPTON -A 40-yearold soldier from Florida was
killed by an explosive in
Baghdad over the weekend,
military officials-said Tuesday. Maj. Alan G. Rogers, of
Hampton, died Sunday after
a bomb exploded while he
was on patrol, the Department of Defense said.
Rogers· was assigned to
the Military Transition Team,
1st Brigade, 1st Infantry Division, based in Fort Riley, Kan.
A phone listing for Rogers'
family could not be located.
-
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Bush tells Congress to halve
earmarks next year, or he will

•
•

WASHINGTON - President Bush challenged Congress during his last State of
the Union address on Monday
night to slice earmarked
spending projects or face his
veto pen, although he may
leave office before h~ could
wield it.
Laying out his priorities for
his final year on the job, Bush
also encouraged lawmakers to
restart a stalled drive to double
federal spending for physicalsciences research to drive economic growth. But otherwise
the president had little to say
regarding- higher education,
focusing instead on the economy and the Iraq War. He faces
his own challenges to push his
agenda, given his low popularity and the distraction of the
political race among his
would-be successors.
Earmarks are the controversial, noncompetitive setasides - also called pork-barrel spending - that members
of Congress sprinkle into
annual spending bills to favor
constituents. Colleges and universities have feasted on a
growing menu of pork in
recent years. More than 700
institutions received a total of
$2 billion in earmarks for
research, construction and
. other campus projects in 2003,
the last year for which The
Chronicle compiled a grand
total Critics call the spending
wasteful.
Speaking to a joint session
of Congress, Bush asked lawmakers to halve the number
and cost of all earmarked
spending projects, or else he
will use his executive power to
do so. His challenge applies
only to the 2009 fiscal year,
using 2008 as the base year. So
his plan wouldn't touch billions of dollars in earmarks
that lawmakers approved last
month for the 2008 fiscal year,
which began in October.
However, earmarks are
popular among both parties in
Congress, which will probably
find ways around Bush's roadblock. budget experts said.
-
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You should go.

Travel the world with
college students from
all over the country.
It's fun. It's easy.
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Chris Palmer of Charter Communications prepares to work on a downed line amid a tangle
of downed tree limbs in Ashland,Ore.,Monday after a storm dropped 8 to 10 inches of snow.

Snowstorm smothers West~
closing schools and roads

•

Borrowing costs likely to drop as
Fed weigfls another reduction

BOISE, Idaho - Heavy
WASHINGTON
snow pummeled Western Individuals and businesses
states from Washington to are likely to see their borArizona, closing schools and rowing costs drop further
government offices, causing as the Federal Reserve
widespread havoc on roads weighs another interestand even shutting.down one rate reduction to bolster a
ski resort.
sagging economy.
The roofs of several busiFed Chairman B·e n
nesses collapsed under the Bernanke and his colweight of snow Monday in leagues are scheduled to
northern Idaho, while ava- open a two-day meeting
lanches forced the evacua- Tuesday afternoon to plot
tions of dozens of homes. their next move on interest
There were no injuries.
rates.
The closed-door gather- ·
About 20 inches of snow
fell Monday around Coeur ing comes amid growing
d~ene.
fears the country is either
Forecasters predicted a on the brink of a recession
new storm could roll in on or has already started slipTuesday, bringing 1 to 3 more ping into one given the
inches of snow in low-lying strains from a housing
areas of Idaho and 2 to 4 market collapse, a global
inches in the mountains. credit crunch and turbu.The weather service posted ·1ence on Wall Street.
heavy snow warnings for
The country's last recesparts ofWashington, Oregon sion was in 2001.
and Idaho.
Many
economists
The San Juan Mountains believe the Fed will lower
of southern Colorado were its key rate, now at 3.5 persocked with 30 inches of cent, by as much as onesnow Monday and wind half percentage point to 3 ·
gusts as high as 100 mph. At percent when policymakDurango, about 340 miles ers wrap up their meeting
southwest of Denver, even Wednesday afternoon.
sledding hills were at risk of
If that scenario plays
avalanches after 18 inches of out, commercial banks
snow fell
would be expected to
The snow closed Coeur lower their prime lending
d~ene schools on Monday, rate by a corresponding
the first time since Novem- amount - from 6.5 percent
ber 1'996 that a winter storm to 6 percent.
closed the city's· schools,
The prime rate applies
· officials said.
to certain credit cards,
City Hall was closed home equity lines of credit
Monday at Spokane, Wash., and other loans. ·
which got a record 13.7 inchShould all this happen,
es of snow. Officials urged · then both the Fed's key rate
residents to stay home Mon- and the prime rate would
day to give snowplows a be at nearly three-year
chance to catch up.
lows.
In an emergency gatherAvalanches in Idaho
damaged four houses and a ing convened by Bernanke
garage
northwest
of last week, the Fed ordered ·
Ketchum and police evacu- a rare, three-quarter-point
ated 71 homes in the area as reduction to its key rate.
a precaution for much of
That move came after
Monday, said police spokes- stocks worldwide plumwoman Kim Rogers.
meted, intensifying recesThe storm caused hun- sion fears. The Fed's action
dreds of wrecks all over has helped to restore some
Utah and Idaho, and multi- confidence among skittish
ple road closures, including investors.
Interstate 84 at the IdahoHowever, financial marUtah line.
kets :i;emain fragile.

Democrats may heed call for
economic stimulus package

Writers Guild gives members
OK to work on Grammy Awards

WASHINGTON· A
Democratic Congress is
poised to heed President
Bush's call to help save the
economy, but may not give
him much else after a State
of the Union speech that
recycled many of the administration's past initiatives. ·
A lame duck president
called again for immigration
reform, an end to lawmakers' pet projects, control of
Social Security spending
and making tax cuts permanent. Democrats have rejected those Bush initiatives
before.
And, in a sign that the
dominant . political battles
will not be in Congress,
many in the House chamber
kept an eye during the
speech on Sens. Barack
Obama and Hillary Rodham
Clinton - bitter rivals for
the Democratic presidenfa•!.
nomination. They sat close
to each other, but managed
not to shake hands.
Sen. Edward M Kennedy,
who hours earlier had
endorsed Obama over Clinton, reached out to shake
Sen. Clinton's hand when
she came near.
Bush is plunging into politics himself this week, raising money for Republicans
from Wednesday through
Friday at events in California, Nevada, Colorado and
Missouri. Other appearances will protnote the
themes from his speech.

- LOS ANGELES - The
Grammy Awards will be in
full voice next month, with
the striking writers guild
agreeing to allow its members to work on the show.
The Writers Guild of
America gave its blessing
last week to a picket-free
Grammys.
Now that the guild's
board of directors decided
Monday to sign an interim
agreement for the Feb. 10
ceremony, the Grammys
will escape the fate that
befell this month's Golden
Globes.
The
Globes
were
stripped of stars and pomp
when the guild wouldn't
agree to an interim deal
and the Screen Actors
Guild encouraged its members to boycott the ceremony, which was reduced
-I::':> a news conference.
The agreement allowing
guild-covered writing for
the Grammys is in support
of union musicians and
also will help advance
writers' own quest for "a
fair contract," the guild
said in a statement.
"Professional musicians
face many of the same
issues that we do concerning fair compensation for
the use of their work in ·
new media," Patric M. Ve rrone, president of · the.
guild's West Coast branch,
said in the statement.
-
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Amnesty seeks support Applicants need 'leadership'
FROM
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barriers to seeking assistance and maintains a Medical Amnesty Protocol
(MAP). In these incidents,
the primary concern is the
wellbeing, health and safety
of students."
Many private colleges
such as Cornell, Duke, Harvard, MIT, Princeton and
Yale already have a medical
amnesty or Good Samaritan
Policy in place, according to
the Students for Sensible
Drug Policy Web site.
Several Florida private
universities, such as Rollins
College in Winter Park,
Lynn University in Boca
Raton and Palm Beach
Atlantic University in West
Palm Beach, also have such
policies.
According to the current
draft, medical amnesties
exist in more than 50 universities nationwide. Florida
State University and the
University of Florida are
currently developing similar
policies, the draft states.
Harris started presenting
the policy to various student
organizations in November
and is trying to gain support.
He said the more support
the policy has, the better. the
chance that UCF administration will consider it.·
"It's not a liberal policy,
it's not a conservative policy.... It's about students
doing the right thing, students seeking help and it's
.about access to health systems during times of intoxication," Harris said.
Martineau said the university should shift its focus
from discipline to health.
"The argument could be
made that if [students are]
sent to the disciplinary
review board, at least the
issue's being addressed
somehow,
or
it's
brought to
light," Martineau said.
"But
we
counter
that [with]
we should
bring it to
light
but
keep it in a
public
health perspective,
not a criminal justice perspective."
He said that a medical
amnesty policy at UCF will
provide students with the
help they need.
"It's a common-sense
approach followed by other
universities. It's something
that really should be spanning all ideological perspectives," Martineau said.
''We're not talking about the
war on drugs; we're not talking about legalizing drugs;

FROM

we're not talking about condoning drugs. What we're
talking about is making it so
that people who have a
problem with drugs take the
necessary steps to correct
their problem."
Harris said that Maribeth
Ehasz, vice president of
Student Development and
Enrollment Services, wants
the full support of the General Council, the Health
Advocacy Committee and
other entities that would
have a vested interest,
including the Greek system,
the UCF Police Department
and Registered Student
Organizations, before she
would feel comfortable with
it becoming part of the
Golden Rule.
While not all would fall
under the sway of medical
amnesty, there were 140
alcohol violations and 19
drug violations in UCF residence halls from Dec. 16,
2006 through Aug. 15, 2007,
according to the Office of
Student Conduct Web site.
On-campus violations were
fewer, with 19 alcohol violations and three drug violations during that time.
Adam Giery, a senior
social sciences secondary
education major, said that
major alcohol-related health
problems warrant help more than what the current
policy through the Office of
Student Conduct provides.
"There's a large community of people who are fearful of going to [the] police or
the Health Center for fear of
getting kicked out of school
or suspended [or] going on
probation," Giery said.
When the Future contacted Ehasz and the Office of
Student Conduct, the university released a statement
through the office of News
and Information.
"UCF considers student

meet some resistance."
In addition to speaking
with student groups about
the policy, Harris plans to
send a survey from the
Internal Review Board to
the student body that will
"capture student support
and data on drug and alcohol use."
Harris said that every
student will have the
opportunity to participate,
. and he'll focus on quality as
he analyzes the data
returned from the surveys.
"I just want to make sure
we move forward comfortably and that we're doing
quality work to ensure this
policy's implementation,"
Harris said.
. The proposed medical
amnesty program at UCF
originally started when
Kimball, who graduated in
2007, went to an international Students for Sensible
Drug Policy convention in
Washington, D.C. While at
the conference, Kimball and
others met students from
universities with a medical
amnesty policy and decided
to bring the idea to UCF.
Today, Kimball, founder
and former president of
SSDP at UCF, is excited
about the proposed medical
amnesty making headway.
"As an alumna now, I'm
really proud that UCF is taking a leadership stance as
one of the first major public
universities in Florida to be
on the verge of adopting a
policy that has the potential
to save many lives," Kimball
said.
Caroline Talev, a former
SGA senator and member of
SSDP at UCF who worked
with Kimball on medical
amnesty, said that the policy
isn't trying to change the
law but allows students to
get the help they need.
Talev, who graduated in
2007,
said the
alternative "is
[students]
~
not
seeking
help
and
DEREKHARRIS potenDIRECTOR OF STUDENT ADVOCACY tially
dying."
If
medical
requests seriously, and we amnesty is written into the
are working with Student Golden Rule, Talev said she
Government to research the would like to see a campusbenefits and challenges wide campaign to help stuassociated with such a pro- dents recognize if someone
gram [medical amnesty]," needs to go to the hospital.
said Grant Heston, assistant
Giery said that medical
vice president ofUCF News amnesty is essential for stuand Information.
dents at UCF.
Harris said it's important
"Forward thinking is
for the policy to gain sup- what's going to save peoport from the Greek com- ples' lives," Giery said. "This
munity and RSOs, "because is the year of progressive
that is where we're going to thinking."
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they are contacted by the
executive branch and interviewed.
"The SGA president picks
and appoints [a student] to
that seat and is confirmed by
the senate and Elections and
Appointment Committee,"
Peterson said. "Then, there's
another interview, a vote,
[and it goes] to the senate
floor where the procedure is
repeated with the entire senate."
The
Elections
and
Appointment Committee is
one of SGA'.s standing committees and is accompanied
by six others: the Financial
Allocations for Organizations
Committee, Conference Registration and Travel Committee, Operations Review Committee, Legislative, Judicial
and Rules Committee, Service and Public Relations
Committee, and the Governmental Affairs Committee.
Vacancies exist for different reasons. In some cases,
the previous senate member
graduated, or there was a
time conflict, said Jennie
Hayes,
coordinator
for
Internal Affairs.
She said she does not fore-

OPEN POSITIONS
EXECUTIVE
- Graphic Designer
LEGISLATIVE
-1 seat:College ofSciences,College
of Engineering,College of Health &
Public
Affairs, College of Hospitality
Management, College of Optics &
Photonics, College of Graduate Studies,
Regional Campus, College of Education
JUDICIAL
- 2justice positions available
ELECTION COMMISSION
-1 EC position available
see any problems filling the
seats in the College of Sciences because it is "a very
populous college, and political science is part of it."
Hayes said that she grants
almost everyone an interview
with the SGA president as
long as they are willing to put
in the time, but it is ultimately the president's decision.
The SGA Senate's job is to
pass bills, resolutions and
allocations. The senate provides funding through Activity and Service Fee dollars.
Current senate members·
encourage students to famil-

iarize themselves with the
Office of Student Involvement
and SGA and to become
informed of the details relating
to their respective colleges.
It is the responsibility of
the OSI to update organizations and randomly assign a
student organization to each
senator. In return, it's the senator's job to monitor the
organization and help with
legislative and monetary matters, Peterson said.
Stephen Mortellaro, a current College of Sciences senator, explained what senate
members look for in potential
candidates.
"Definitely
leadership
involvement on campus, willingness to learn, a passion for
the senate and a working
knowledge of how the senate
works," Mortellaro said.
Mortellaro said that the
relationship between the
SGA Senate and the student
body is cooperative.
"[Members] gain great
leadership experience, they
learn a lot about budgeting
and working with others and
they interact with a diverse
array of students," Mortellaro
said. "[Being a senator] is a
very high form of service to
student needs."
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"What we're really doing here is we're
shifting the university focus ... Rather
than punishing students, we're getting
the help that they need." -

....~-------~--- - --- - -· --- ---Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma _
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.
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UCF among lowest percent increases
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pretty well, Novak said.
'We [UCF] are very proud
when you look at other universities," he said. 'We are relatively low on our housing
rate increases coII1paratively."
A 5 percent increase for
parking decal fees was also
approved at the meeting. The
Parking and Transportation

Located in Reedy Plaza
10376 E. Colonial Drive #103 • Orlando, FL 32817 • 407-273-5020
18+ , ID Re uired

Office was unavailable for
comment.
According to the Parking
Decal Increase Proposal
approved by the BOT, "A
parking decal fee increase is
required to help generate sufficient revenue for the parking
and transportation operation
on campus, to pay for the
shuttle system and to cover
debt service payments for the

'

cent tuition increase within
three years, however, 5 percent was approved and is in
effect this spring. Further
increases have yet to be discussed
"We'll see additional
increases in the future," Bill
Edmonds of the BOG said.
"We are faced with serious
underfunding and are forced
to seek funding elsewhere."

parking
garages.
Other
sources of revenue include
the transportation access fee,
traffic fines and metered parking fees."
The transportation access
fee is included in the tuition
invoice equated by credit
hours and paid every semester.
The Board of Governors
previously discussed a 25 per-
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Films are meant to
•
encourage viewers
FROM
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film Power Shift, and projects
that others have begun to find
solutions, such as the use of
solar power in the film The
Vineyard Energy Project.
This eight-hour, 21-film
Focus the Nation film festival
is meant to encourage people
to take a stand and find solutions to the climate change
problem.
"It's marvelous what you
can do when you just inspire
people,"
said
Penelope
Canan, an environmental

Mood enhancement
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sociologist for 30 years and
the faculty adviser for the
UCF chapter of Focus the
Nation.
Morris said that the festival will further encourage
active environmentalists and
present cynics with hard facts
about the environmental situation.
"People who are already
aware of climate change
problems will be more
inspired to take action," Morris said, "and doubters will
have something to think
about."

•
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Taking advantage of the beautiful weather, Steven Pontones, a senior psychology
major, studies modern Western philosophy outside the Honors College on Tuesday.
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Families maintain vigils
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The Beacon ·o f Hope for
the Missing, hosted by Jenrufer Kesse's family, was held
at 9 a.m. and lasted until 1 p.m.
About
32
organizations
attended,
including
the
Orange County Victims Advocate Agency, which provided
counseling services. Law
enforcement agencies, such as
the Orlando Police Department, Florida Department of
Law Enforcement and Orange
County
Advocacy
Unit
(OCAU), provided information on crime prevention and
personal safety.
'We work with every single person that is a victim of a
crime," said Assistant Squad
Leader Laura Martinez of
OCAU. 'We're out there."
Visitors wandered past
tables supporting piles of
information and photos of
missing persons. Trenton
Duckett, a 3-year-old boy who
disappeared Aug. 27, 2006, in
Leesburg, was pictured at a
table dedicated to him.
According to FDLE, 30,000
children were reported missing in Florida last year.
In regard to the Duckett
case, special agent Denise Nevers said the FDLE has received
about 1,200 tips and is in the
process of working it out. ·
Duckett's father, Josh
Duckett, said that he is staying
positive that his son will be
found
The Child Protection Education ofAmerica also provid' ed free fingerprinting for children. Ceola Dumas, 47,
decided to bring her child and
six nieces and nephews for
· fingerprinting.
"It's just in case something
happens," Dumas said, "not
wanting something to happen,
but you never know."
Part of the problem facing
many unsolved missing person cases is identification and
DNA testing,
Mary Lyall and her husband, Douglas Lyall, came
from New York to attend the
event. After losing their 19year-old daughter, Suzanne, a

LIANA COLE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Achild gets fingerprinted Saturday as part of
the "Beacon of Hope for the Missing'' event.

college student at the State
University of New York, in
1998, the Lyalls realized adults
were harder to identify than
children.
It's harder to find an adult
than a child because there are
no services for adults, Mary
Lyall said. She also said five
police agencies were working
on their case but got nowhere
due to lack of shared information.
"Everybody wants to be the
one to solve the case," Mary
Lyall said.
In 2003, Suzanne's Law was
passed as federal legislation.
The law requires police agencies nationwide to enter information on every missing person under the age of21 into the
National Crime Information
Center (NCIC) database.
Mary and Doug Lyall are also
pushing for a state law for further police collaboration.
Florida Sen. Lee Constantine also attended the event to
sponsor legislation on Senate
Bill 502. The bill would require
authorities to transmit missing
persons reports to the NCIC
databases within two hours
and expand the Missing Children Information Clearinghouse to process information
of persons 25 and under.
Cases of missing persons
can also remain unsolved due
to a lack of DNA sampling.
The National Institute of JusticeJournal reports that only 15
percent of more than 40,000
unidentified human remains
are entered into the NCIC
databases. Senate Bill 502
would also require police
agencies to try to track down
DNA sampling for analysis if a
person is missing for more
than 90 days.
Misty Walker, who lost her

mother in Indiana, has supported the Kesse family by
performing stand-up comedy
shows in Orlando and Tampa.
Like the Kesses, Walker still
has faith in finding her mother,
who was abducted in 1974 at
age 19. Yet her case became a
cold case because DNA testing was unavailable 30 years
ago.
"I don't believe she's alive,"
Walker said, "but I hope to
find her, and I think that I will
one day."
Unlike Walker's case, the
Jennifer Kesse case still
remains open.
"Everything is still active,"
said Logan Kesse, Jennifer
Kesse's brother.
Logan came from Las
Vegas to attend the event. He
said that all involved are not
letting the case dwindle, and
they don't want people to
think it's just a stale case.
"She was probably one of
the smartest girls I knew in
college," said Jenrufer Kesse's
roommate, UCF alumna Jennifer Peppers. "Great girl,
great smile, great personality.
She was headed in the right
direction."
Drew Kesse said the event
was a chance to give back to
the community and to show
support for the victims of any
crime. People all over the
country are missin.g, and the
Kesse family hopes people
will take the information from
the event and pass it along,
Drew Kesse said
"Don't think anything is too
small," Drew Kesse said.
"Make the call. It's OK; we
want the call."
While the Kesse family has
received national support airing Jennifer Kesse's case on
television shows such as
America's Most Wanted,
they're still awaiting the lead
that will bring her home.
"It's a painful time in our
lives," said Jenrufer's mother,
Joyce Kesse, "but we have a lot
of hope, and we pray Jenrufer
will be a recipient of that miracle."
'We will never stop," Drew
Kessesaid.

He keeps tfne Heat
on their feet
Barry Univer sity faculty member D r. James Losito specializes in
fancy footwork.
In addition to serving as the M iami Heat's T eam Podiatric
Physician, Dr. Losito teaches sports medicine an d b iomechanics
at Barry University. Barry's program in podiatric m e dicine ofters
extensive research facilities, distinguished hosp ital and medical
center affiliations, and excellent opp ortunities for residency
programs and externships across the United States.
The program's Foot and Ankle Institute gets m ore
than 11,000 patient visits a year.
When you become a Barry University stud ent,
you join a caring community where the concept
of the whole person is valued, and
where a Catholic, liberal arts
tradition supports
your intellectual
and cultural
growth.
To find out more about
Barry, just put one foot
in front of the other.
Visit www.ban::y.edu/podiatric.

BARRY
UN I VERSITY

where you belong

SCHOOL OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE
1 1 30 0 N E Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
305-899-3130, o r 800-7S6-60 00, exL 31 30
mweiner@mall.barry.edu
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NEXT GAME

vs.
UAB

UCF

Tonight, 7 p.m. INew UCF Arena

Knights begin
big home stand
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

It doesn't take much to derail momentum in sports. It can change hands on a
single play. The UCF Men's Basketball
team is looking to regain the momentum
it lost Saturday when it fell to an SMU
team that was previously winless in Conference USA
The Knights (11-8, 4-1 in C-USA)
were looking forward to enter a threegame home stand, which starts tonight
against UAB, with an unblemished conference record. But the Mustangs
snapped the Knights' four-game winning streak, partially due to some poor
shooting by UCF.
"We stood around offensively,'' UCF
head coach Kirk Speraw said in a postgame interview. "One guy had the ball
and four guys were watching the one guy
with the ball. Our offense is not very
effective when we do that. That's why we
shoot 36 percent, because we had no
movement."
The Knights made less than 30 percent of their shots in the second half and
overtime in the 69-67 defeat to a team ·
they should have beat. Now the Knights'
schedule gets much tougher with this
home stand They will face Marshall and
PLEASE SEE
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UAB guard-forward Robert Vaden is the only active Blazer
who is averaging more than 10 points per game.

Saint Mary's earns rankings, gets beaten
SAN DIEGO - Thanks to
the 1-2 punch of Brandon Johnson and Gyno Pomare, Saint
Mary's second stay in the Top
25 this season may be as short as
its first.
Johnson scored 20 of his 25
points in the second half and
Pomare had 20 to lead San
Diego to a 63-55 victory over No.
21 Saint Mary's on Monday
night, hours after the Gaels
moved into the poll.
For the second time this season the Gaels lost in their first
game after moving into The
Associated Press' Top 25.
Saint Mary's (17-3, 4-1 West
Coast Conference) lost at
Southern Illinois 71-56 on Dec.
ll, the day after the Gaels moved
into the poll at No. 24 for the
first time since March 1989.
They dropped out of the rankings until Monday.
Coach Randy Bennett had
two reasons for his team having
its five-game winning streak
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snapped and dropping to 0-2 in
its first games after reaching the
Top 25.
"Those are two of the best
players in the league and they
played like it tonight," Bennett
said of Johnson and Pomare.
The game was the only one
involving a ranked team Monday.
·
San Diego's victory was just
its third over a Top 25 opponent
in the school's history, and its
first since a win over No. 14
UCLA in 2002. '
Pomare and Johnson combined to score the first 14 points
of the second half for the
Toreros (11-11, 4-1) as they
erased a 29-24 halftime deficit.
Johnson also keyed San Diego's
10-0 run that gave the Toreros a
58-48 lead with 1:54 left in the
game.
"[Coach Bill Grier] pointed
me out at halftime and told me I
PLEASE SEE
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Players and fans of the San Diego Toreros celebrate together after the team knocked off No. 21 Saint Mary's 63-55 Monday night in San Diego. It
was the second time this season that the Gaels lost a game on the same day they earned a spot in the Associated Press'Top 25 poll.
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AAFL: Awkward ·a nd awesome
I might just be really far
behind in my sports awareness - and I'm sure there
are several readers and UCF
sports representatives who
would argue that case but I had absolutely no idea
about the AAFL - the AllAmerican Football League
for the uninitiated.
So color me surprised
when I found time during
my extremely busy and
action-packed Saturday to
sit down and devote myself
to watching the inaugural
AAFLDraft.
Aside from almost
throwing a glass through a
window when Eric Crouch
was picked third overall, it
was an oddly charming
event.
I was quite enamored.
From the team names,
which are, no joke - Team
Alabama, Team Arkansas,
Team Florida, Team Michigan, Team Tennessee and
Team Texas - to the almost
high school production level
of the event and the overall
fervor everyone involved
seemed to have, there was
no turning away.
It was awesome.
Because there is nothing
more fun than watching
Chris Leak awkwardly introduce a running back from
Stanford just after we learn
that Team Florida thinks it
has the best quarterback
tandem in the league.
Beware the Eric Kresserteak combo.
If Bill Simmons were
watching, he would put it in
the running for the most
unintentionally hilarious
interaction ever.
But the process itself of
setting up these squads was
really interesting as well.
Teams got to protect up
to about 40 players from the
general areas surrqunding
their home base, which is
why you will see a plethora
of Florida State, UF and
South Florida folks on Team
Florida.
.
When you look at the
actual breakdown of the
draft, they appear as the
middle-round picks, though
that is not the actual position they were taken.
Plus, Shane Matthews
will try to reprise his role as
a Gainesville demigod as
coach - yes, coach - of
Team Florida
And Tyrone Wheatley is
the running backs coach for
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PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

Team Michigan. I'm just
excited for the possibility of
more Wheatley in my news.
But for all my giddiness,
the AAFL is missing the
mark with its marketing.
I don't really buy into the
AAFL's claim that the
league will have success
because of any sort of
"name recognition."
Honestly, how many UCF
fans are chomping at the bit
to see Team Florida to catch
a glimpse of former Knights
Elton Patterson and Tavaris
Capers?
And with Superman, er,
Tim Tebow still running
around Gainesville - and
calling recruits in his down
time - do Gators fans even
remember Leak?
However, the league has
a chance to be a winner
based on what people keep
saying they want: An institution devoid of conflict
with everyone starting
fresh.
The good thing about the ·
league is the inherent lack
of controversy.
Ideally, this is perfect. It's
a new season, a new league
and a blank slate.
But my fear is that it
won't work that way.
We in the media tend to
feed on negativity, and that
perpetuates itself in the
actual fan perceptions.
And don't think that the
leagues don't play into it.
Remember Roger Goodell's almost criminal suspension of Adam Jones and Bud
Selig's continued pandering
to Congress?
This new enterprise has
none of that.
All it has is college graduates making between
$50,000 and $100,000 each
season, which is what we all
want, right? People who
have used college for its
intended service and are
getting a second chance to
do what they love.
That should be enough to
keep it afloat for at least a
couple seasons.

US PRESSWIRE

Fonner F!orida quarterback Chris Leak was protected by Team Florida of the new AllAmerican Football League, which held its draft on Saturday.
_

Every once and a while,
totally went to high school
you will read terrible
with that guy.
columns by boring old men
about how tainted sports
have become, be it from
steroids, illegal payments or
other forms of cheating.
UN1vsRs1TY
Well here is your chance,
Old-Hat Sports Writers. A
chance to embrace a new
league with none of those
problems.
All players in the AAFL
are mandated to have
exhausted their four years
of eligibility and have procured a college degree.
So along with writers
actually focusing on something positive - shocker the viewers need to vote
with their audience and
their money.
Tired of rich-beforetheir-time Reisman winners, excessively enhanced
home run champs and
creepy cheating coaches?
Get ready for the AAFL:
The league filled with college grads and men who just
want to play football.
The AAFL could be a
breath of fresh air, but does
the public have the lung
capacity for it?
You would hope so, but I
think that fans are suffocating with the volume of the
·c urrent sports environment
and the toxic nature in
which we deliver it, and
that's disappointing.
But I'll be cheering, especially for Ryan Moore; I
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Blazers' Vaden will draw most of UCF's attention
FROM

A8

Conference USA'.s second-best
team in Houston later in the
week, but all of the team's current focus is on.the Blazers (136, 3-1).
UAB has put together a solid
season without the services of
its best player. The Blazers have
won five of their past six games
by an average margin of 12
points. They also rank in the top
three in a number of C-USA categories, like field goal percentage, 3-point percentage and

scoring defense.
The Blazers have done all
this without point guard Paul
Delaney III since the fourth
game of the season. Delaney III
led the team in scoring last season and was named to the AllConference USA team this preseason. But he will miss the rest
of the season after tearing the
anterior cruciate ligament in his
left knee while driving to the
basket during a loss to Georgia
Southern on Nov. 17.
Delaney III is one of only
two seniors on the team and

started every game last season. He also led the team in
points, assists and steals.
Junior
guard-forward
Robert Vaden has picked up
most of the slack created by
the vacancy. He leads the
Blazers in scoring, averaging
21.2 points per game, which
ranks second in the conference and 17th in the nation.
Vaden is especially dangerous
from behind the arc. He is
averaging 4.5 3-pointers per
game, the best mark in Division I.
But one of the problems
with the Blazers is that they
don't really have another consistent scorer. Vaden has
scored in double figures 18
times this season; the rest of
the team's active players have
scored in double figures a
total of 19 times this season.
Forward Walter Sharpe
gave the Blazers that second
weapon earlier in the season,
averaging 14.2 points and 6.8
rebounds in the first 12 games.
But Sharpe, who was dismissed from Mississippi State
due to academic issues,
played his last game of the
season on Dec. 22. On Jan. 15,
Sharpe was declared academically ineligible for the spring
semester and will miss the

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
ONE-LOSS WONDERS
Both UCF and UAB have just one
Conference USA loss.The Blazers lost
at Marshall on Jan.19, while the
Knights lost to SMU on Saturday.
DEFENSIVE INFERNO
The Blazers are allowing 61.6 points
per game, the second-best mark in
Conference USA.Memphis is first.
allowing 59.4 points per game.

rest of the season.
Behind Vaden, the suspended Sharpe and the
injured Delaney III, the Blazers' top scorer is forward
Lawrence Kinnard with an
average of 8.7 points . per
game.
UAB may have found
another offensive option in
its most recent game. Forward Howard Crawford, who
made his first career start

VADEN: THE ONLY HOPE
UAB's Robert Vaden is second in
Conference USA and 17th in the
nation with an average of 21.2 points
per game. UCF's Jermaine Taylor is
averaging the same total.
NOEL SWEET FROM DEEP
UCF guard Dave Noel'.s 47.1 3-point
field goal percentage ranks second in
C-USA.

against East Carolina on Jan.
23, contributed 15 points and
added seven boards in the
Blazers' 77-59 victory.
A lot has been said about
the Knights' best player this
season, Jermaine Taylor, and
deservedly so as he, like
Vaden, is averaging 21.2
points per game. But much
like the Blazers, other players
have been stepping up for the
Knights lately. Specifically,

forward Tony Davis.
UCF has had a void in the
middle of its lineup with center Stanley Billings' elbow
injury. But Davis has played
very well on the inside with
double-digit point totals in
the past two games, including
his third career double-double against the Mustangs.
The 6-foot-8 Davis has only
started two games this season, but he has used his
tremendous length to lead
the team in rebounds and
blocks.
The Knights have lost just
two home games this season.
One loss was to Connecticut,
which is ranked third in the
Big East, and the other was to
No. 22 Mississippi. which won
its first 13 games. Point being,
a team better be awfully good
if it wants to claim victory
inside the New UCF Arena.
The Blazers and the
Knights will tip-off tonight at
7 in the New UCF Arena.
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Looking to open a world of new

Jennaine Taylor scored 24 points against UTEP in the 109-80 UCF victory on Jan. 23. He has scored at least 20 points in all but 3 games.

"'

opportunities' A. UNF _graduate
degree provides you with a

recognized and respected credential.

There is no place quite like this for

advanced study. Through the efforts of an
outstanding graduate faculty - all of whom have doctorates,
many from the best universities in the world - we deliver the
individualized attention that is at the heart of what we
mean when we say there is no one like you. See how UNF
can help further your education beyond the ordinary.

~

UNF

UNIVERSITY of
NORTH FLORIDA.

For more if1formation on graduate programs call (904) 620-1360
or visit www.unf.edu/graduatestud.e5

No one like you. No place like this.

Gaels can't contain Johnson
FROM

A8

.needed to come with it,"
Johnson said.
After getting the deciding
run started with a 3-pointer,
Johnson added another 3,
and ended the spurt with a
reverse layup.
"The first half, he was try. ing to do too much," Grier
said. "Our offense was shutting down when the ball hit
his hands. When he gets
going like that, he's pretty
much hard to stop."
Patrick Mills led the Gaels

with 13 points and Omar
Samhan added 11 points and
10 rebounds.
The Toreros' second-half
surge was fueled by 66.7 percent shooting from the field
and a defense that limited
Saint Mary's to just 333 percent shooting. Many of San
Diego's baskets came off
defensive pressure that led to
easy points.
"I thought we came out
there with a lot of stops early
and played off of that,"
Pomare said
San Diego trailed 29-18

with 2:35 left in the first half
when Pomare scored on
three straight possessions to
cut the halftime deficit to 2924.
Johnson's fast-break basket 7 minutes into the second
half gave San Diego a 38-35
lead, which it surrendered
just once the rest of the way.
'We didn't do a good job
on Brandon," said Gaels
guard Todd Golden, who finished with nine points, all on
3-pointers in the s~cond hal£
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OUR STANCE

Super Bowl more
.spectacle than sport

Senate ·s eats need
Warnt bodies
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eneral apathy toward the
open seats in the Student
Government Senate is not
a good sign for either side, both
student and government.
The fact that three months
after the senate elections there
are still seats that sit empty during senate meetings is rather disturbing. The senate is the voice
of the students. They are a democratic republic in action, at least
in theory.
A democratic republic really
works best when everyone's
voice is properly represented
With seven different sections of
seats left empty, one has to wonder if proper representation is
really being provided here.
It is not so much the fault of
the SGA at this point - at least
not too much. Around this time
of year, former senators begin
graduating and moving on with
their lives. Suddenly, seats are
left to collect dust.
The SGA makes the qualifications to become a senator pretty
easy. All you have to do is be living, go to UCF and be enrolled in
the college of the seat you want
to fill Seems pretty easy.
But there are a number of
hoops to go through after that
Applications and interviews and
voting by the senate, oh my. It
might seem a little complicated
and intimidating, but trust us,

they don't bite. While there are
concerns that maybe these
hoops might be a bit excessive, it
is understood that they are trying to weed out the stragglers.
They want people who will have
the dedication to be a quality
senator. That, or at the very least,
they want people who lmow
how to follow directions.
Just like the old pictures with
Uncle Sam pointing out his finger with the patriotic swagger
that he always carries, 'We want
you!" Except this time it should
be SGA President Brandie
Hollinger, or maybe SGA Speaker Brian Peterson, pointing the
finger.
·
This is our call to you, even if
it is not as grandiose and gallant
as a piece of historic military
recruitment.
Ifyou are a student that is eligible to represent a college, and
you have the time, go for it. We
want you. Who lmows? You just
might end up being the deciding
vote on a crucial piece oflegislation. This is your chance to make
a difference and go down in UCF
history.
We have a campus of more
than 48,000 students. Surely, .
someone out there is willing to
stand up and fill the seats left
open. Statistically speaking of
course, the chances are high that
it can, and should, happen.

Here's a fact
afford it.
The Super Bowl is Sunday.
And the people watching the
Here's another one.
game at home. That's a whole
Nme out ofl0 people
other story in itsel£
watching it don't actually give
I was listening to the radio
a damn about what teams are
yesterday when the DJ began
playing, who might actually
talking about Super Bowl plans
win or about the game of footand what to expect ·
ball in general.
After she finished talking
OK, so maybe that's not a
about the game, she said someproven fact, but I'd bet money MELISSA HEVBOER thing along the lines of, "but don't
Editor-in-Chief
on the chance that ifs almost
worry, you don't have to be a fan
99 percent true. ·
or care who's playing to have
In fact, I bet as you read this article
fun." She talked about how girls who
you're thinking to yourself; 'Well rm going don't care can make a new dip to take to
to a Super Bowl party on Sunday but rm
the party and instead of enjoying the
going to mingle and eat good food"
game, they can enjoy the food
The Super Bowl has become its very
· It took everything I had to not call in to
own worst nightmare. It's the epitome of
the radio station and tell her how utterly
a spectacle and the furthest thing away
ridiculous she sounded
from a sport.
I'm certainly not trying to insinuate
This year, Super Bowl XLII won't be a
that the food and commercials aren't a
competition between the New England
unique and exciting part of every Super
Patriots and the New York Giants as
Bowl Sunday, but when they become the
we've been tricked into believing. Nope.
main attraction, and the game becomes an
This year's game will be a battle between
accessory, something's not adding up.
Ameriq's most competitive Fortune 500
Much like baseball, football and the
companies.
'
.
Super Bowl are supposed to be American
At $2.7 million per commercial, you
icons. They are supposed to signify tradibetter hope more than just football fans
tion and a season of hard work and comare tuning in for the game.
petitiveness. And they are supposed to be
rewarded with the title of the nation's best.
You better believe people will be rout-:
ing the game and requesting silence when
Unfortunately, that's not how the
it's time for the commercials. Seems kind
Super Bowl is viewed any more.
ofbackward doesn't it?
Think about it, two weeks after the
I guess I just don't get it. The players of game, are you really still talking about who
the National Football League fight
won and how great the game was? No,
through 16 regular season games and
you're talking about the halftime show and
three rounds of playoffs every year in
your favorite commercial of the evening.
order to make it to Super Bowl Sunday.
We can't respect and enjoy a game
And while year after year tick,ets get more without millions of advertising dollars.
expensive and TV ratings get higher, it
We don't see this happen in the World
becomes more and more of a joke.
Series or tlie NBA Championships. We
Those people, paying thousands of
don't see it in the Stanley Cup Playoffs or
dollars to not sit in the "cheap seats" Wunbledon. It's only the Super Bowl lt's
which run at more than $600, I might add only every February.
- aren't the die-hard fans who sit
rm not saying there aren't still loyal
through blistering cold temperatures at
fans out there who watch the Super Bowl
lambeau Field every year. And they're
because they actually care, and rm not
certainly not the fans who practice footeven saying that those that don't care can't
.ball as a religion.
watch. What rm saying is that we need to
Those fans get replaced by celebrities
get the Super Bowl back to its roots.
and wealthy nobodies who only go to the
Back to a game that's played for braggame because they have the money to
ging rights, not commercial dollars. ·

What happens if they are not
filled? Well, then the senate has
to keep on trucking forwarq, creating legislation, voting and
deciding without you.
Senate is an important part of
the SGA. They decide some of
the most crucial things that have
the chance of affecting you. They
distribute money to students.
They are the working, skeletal
body of the SGA as a whole.
Sometimes, it might be easy to
forget just how crucial these people are, especially as we
approach the SGA presidential
election, when the _spotlight is
cast on the candidates for that
office.
We as students should make
sure that every seat on the senate
is filled After all, SGA can surely
lead us to water, but they cannot
make us drink it. The chance for
students to act as representatives
is open and within our grasp. All
that is needed is a few brave
souls to take the first step.
It is hard to imagine that these
chances are being passed up.
The senate seat could potentially
be fiUed every Thursday night by
a willing and eager mind, out for
.the betterment and good of not
only their college but the entire
campus.
Don't let these chances pass
you up. Don't let those seats collect dust for one more day.

The Ft;Jture encou'rages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
·letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them _online
at www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com or fax them tt> 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407--447-4558.
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Being .'green'
requires sacrifice
I
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s 2 percent a year enough to ·
save the planet? National
environmental group, Focus
the Nation seems to think so.
To keep greenhouse gases
from skyrocketing in the next
few years, and consequently raising the average temperature of .
the entire planet by several
degrees, will require developed
countries to cut emissions about 80 percent of those emissions, according to Focus the
Nation. The group claims we
need to cut this amount by the
year 2050 and, to reach that goal,
we need to cut roughly 2 percent
of current emission levels each
year for the next 40 years.
This seems feasible, but will
the head honchos in the White
House go for it? More importantly, will the people of this country
go for it?_
It's easy enough to join the
crowd this Thursday at Focus the
Nation's big event on UCF's
main campus and advocate
change, but when it actually
comes down to tangible differences, most people don't realize
the nitty gritty of what going
"green" actually entails. And
with all the hype these d;,lys of
jumping on the environmental
bandwagon, we think it's important to illuminate the difference
between the popularity falsifiers
and the true hippies by taking a
look at what has to be done to
meet these enviro groups'
demands.
In addition to Focus the
Nation, there is a plethora of
- other groups and campaigns
with slightly different mottos and
slightly different plans, all going
for the same gold - er, green.
For example, there is Step It Up; 1
Sky; Power Shift; No War, No
Warming; and the list goes on.
The group 1 Sky wants us to
create five million new green
jobs, launch a Clean Energy
Corps, conserve 20 percent of
our energy by 2015, end the

development of new coal plants
and join Focus the Nation in the
most popular goal among the
groups to cut emissions 80 percent by 2050.
. So what needs to be done to
appease these groups? Well, one
could start small by replacing all
their lightbulbs with LEDs. That
may feel great and help a green
hopeful sleep better, not to mention feel better turning the lights
on. But the key to meeting these
tough det:nands lies in sacrifice,
and that means not using as
much electricity - plain and
simple. It means not just switching to LEDs, but switching the
light off and leaving it off.
Perhaps that's just not your
cup of tea, you say? Well, don't
worry, there is always recycling.
Sounds easy enough, right? Well,
not so fast. Let's go through the
steps. One, buy recycle bins.
Tvvo, recycle. Three, dispose of
_recyclables. This may be ap. easier habit to get into than turning
off the.lights, but the sacrifice
comes in for many at step three.
Around UCF, where the
majority of residents live in
apartments, there are no recycling programs available. That
means getting in your car and
driving (ie. emitting CO2) to a
recycling disposal facility to
dump your green goods. For
some, this hassle is too annoying
or time consuming to bother
with, and frankly, who could
blame them?
,
So what's next? What else can
one do to meet these raging green
demands? Well, there are a number of things left on the list, don't
worry. There is air drying clothes,
keeping the AC lower than you
like, riding your bike or walking,
asking for paper instead of plastic
and reusing those same bags
every time you shop, buying locally grown food, cutting meat from
your diet, or conserving water.
No problem, right? Again, not
so fast. Op~on one tends to pro-

Despite primary mess,
voting sfill important
I disagree with your opinion that
Floridians should boycott the Democratic
Party in the presidential primary on Jan.
29. You seem to have overlooked the fact
that the Democratic candidates are not
carbon copies of each other; they are individuals with separate strengths and weaknesses, and I want the strongest one to
win the primary. Of course I'm angered
by the ridiculous protocols surrounding
what appears to be a simple date change.
However, whether or not we like it, one of
the several Democratic nominees will be
officially nominated as the Democratic
candidate for president ~ven if the entire
state of Florida refuses to vote for any
Democrat in the primary, other states will
still vote, and some have already voted
After all, those other states weren't
offended With or without us, someone is
going to be selected, and we had better
have a say in it before we end up with an
official candidate we do not like or agree
with. Our vote may not be counting for as
much as it should be, but it still counts for
something. There is no need to join the
already oversized ranks of apathetic
Americans who do not vote. We need to
make our voices heard, and the way to do
this is not by sitting back quietly and hoping to be noticed; it is by voting.

duce stiff-as-a-board clothes that
many don't exactly enjoy putting
on. Option two leaves some a little too warm for comfort Option
three may make you wake up
extra early to have ainple time to
make it to your destination on a
bike or on foot. Option four
requires you to remember to
bring paper bags to the grocers
every time you go and, yes, ask
the bagger to use them. Option
five requires higher prices and
searching your town for a
farmer's market every time you
need veggies and fruit. Option
six requires you to tighten the
reins on your diet and eat healthier by (gasp) giving up eating
meat. Option seven requires you
to take shorter showers and be
conscious of all your water use.
And the list could go on and on.
So what's the point we're driving at here, folks? It's that meeting
the demands of groups like Focus
the Nation_and joining the green
movement requires real-life sacrifice, not just turning out to a rally
events during your college career.
Going green is not about wearing
a T-shirt made in China that
reads, "Support your local
farmer's market" It's about making real, hard changes in your
lifestyle. Being green is not glitzy
and it's not easy. These·options
may sound simple-as-pie on
paper, but we urge you to try out
sotne of these green choices for a
few weeks and stare the power of
habit and luxury in the eye.
We feel that an 80 percent
reduction in emissions by 2050 is
a realistic and achievable goal,
but this will only come with peo- ·
ple who wholeheartedly join in
the environmental movement,
accept the changes that need to
be made in their lives and carry
through with them on a daily
basis.
If you don't have the grit to
follow through, then please, do
yourself a favor - stay home this
Thursday. ~

_ _)

MALIKA IDEHRLEIN
ENGLISH LITERATURE

Military research not
'cog' in war machine
. It is easy to criticize the military and all
research associated with it; however, as a
veteran who has been the beneficiary of
our incredible technology, I wanted to
offer a different perspective. From Molly
Hays' article was a reference to the military and UCF being "a cog in the war
n;iachine." The negative connotation
shows a naivete toward the actual contributions of the simulators. The simulators
do not kill people. In fact, they are responsible for a decrease in deaths of our soldiers, our enemies and civilians at large.
Our military is better able to prepare for
the situations they will experience and
are conditioned to react properly rather
than descending into chaos.
The Army uses a wide variety of simulation software to refme processes that
would otherwise be impossible outside of
an actual war and/or require extensive
material support which is not always feasi-

)

ble. I have used software intended to simulate an entire war to improve and refine
the military decision-making process, in
addition to others including intelligence
and supply.·Prior to deploying, my unit
used a simulator that could best be
described as an extensive virtual video
game, similar to an arcade
except
larger scale, to simulate combat situations
as real as possible without actually using
vehicles and weapons that we did not
have readily available. Obviously, there are
also simulators for flight and other vehicles like tanks which have the added benefit of being tu.el efficient (where the actual
vehicles are extremely demanding).
I believe we should thank AT&T for the
contributions to our fellow students and
recognize the benefit of the improved survival rate of many of our peers and loved
ones that have been involved in the conflict

game

SCOTT KROUSE

SOCIAL SCIENCES EDUCATION

Ron Paul's philosophy

too eccentric for some
The Future made a huge gaffe when
endorsing Congressman Ron Paul, RTexas, a man whose politics are as curious
as his 18th century views on the
Constitution. The last American president
to hold such views was Thomas Jefferson,
a slav~wningV ~ who took no part
in writing the document, having been in
France during the convention Paul is on
record as opposing the Civil War, likely
the only current member of congress with
that view. But this is not the only crucial
moment a hypothetical Ron Paul presidency would have failed us. He almost
certainly would have vetoed much of the
New Deal, Great Society, the Civil Rights
Act, the Voting Right Act and the Family
and Medical Leave Act We would be a
very small country indeed if Paul had been
president, the South would still be the
Confederate States, the Great Depression
would have permanently crippled the U.S.
and we would not have fought for the
Allied Powers in World War IT.
There is a reason libertarians never
win major office in this country. That philosophy would take us back to the 18th
century. There was no income tax, but
there was also no safety net for children,
seniors and disabled citizens. Institutionalized racism had no check because the
government was too weak. It amazes me
that with several decent Republicans and
Democrats in the field, the Future would
make a choice so few modern, educated
people could agree with.
WIZBRAVIM
POLITICAL SCIENCE
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100
WANTED! African-American
Egg-Donor. WIiiing to pay up to ·
$4,000 If selected and If medically
acceptable. Ages 21-28, N/S. Please
call If Interested (321)-303-1315
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

A~st. to president. PIT,
flex hrs.& days. Internet co.
Computer skills. 321.277.6605,
resume: sales@brandcomet.com

Maitland veterinary clinic hiring all
positions. Please call or fax resume
407-645-1970 or 407-645-0834 (f) or
come into office to fill out application.
~PXA!arm - .S ummer Job
Training Provided High Pay
Housing Provided for summer
call Jordan 407-492-7843
Gymnastic Instructors and Front Desk
Attendants. Flexible scheduling! $8 to
$14 an hour, depending on experience.
Training avail. {407) 380-9339
Johl'1@ReflexGymnastics.net

Swim Instructors/Managers

New, trendy Pan-Asian Cafe Hiring
Sushi Chefs, Wok Chefs, Servers &
Kitchen Staff; flex hrs PIT or FIT;
reliable, friendly. 954-829-5544.

Males and females.
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity

Pres!lure Washer person needed. Must
have transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901

•Swim
•Sail
•Kayak
•Archery
•Rocks
•Ropes

Summer Jobs

1,400 sf, 3/2/2 HOUSE FOR RENT in
Riverside Dev. in Oviedo. Waterfront
& reserve on Econ River. New A/C,
carpet & landscaping. $1250/mon~h,
plus deposit. Alan: (407) 446-4645.

. -$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included
Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267

125

If you're good come work with the
BEST. Sharks & Minnows Swim
School. FT/PT $11-$14hr. Will Train.
(407) 699-1992. www.sharksandminnows.com

SUMMER IN MAINE

•Tennis
•Canoe
•Water Ski
• Gymnastics
• Silver Jewelry
• English Riding
•Copper Enameling
•Basketball
•Fiefd Hockey

Can you play music and entertain a
crowd? We have an event on UCF
campus and we need a DJ to
entertain! Traffic of over 2000
students and 40 vendors! Great
Exposure for new talent! Own
equipment required. February 26
Memory Mall 1 Oam-2pm, ·
Contact/Send references to:
ryanm@knlghtnewspapers.com or
trlshal@knlghtnewspapers.com I

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Accounting major proficient in QB to
work 15-20 hours/week for business in
Sanford . $9/hr, hours flex
407,314-0031
Hiring Part-Time Tennis Pro. Flexible
hours and great pay based on
experience. Must be reliable.Good W/
kids. Call Steve 407-415-9380.
Ready to make your rpark?Jumpstart
a career
in beauty and fashion ! Be a
leader selling must have fashion
products! Great
Pay and Experience,
www.repnation.com/mark to apply
Part-Time Babysitter needed for active
12-year old triplet boys and 6 year-old
every other weekend and run errands
in lsleworth area.
Fax resume to 813-752-9875

•Art

2/2 condo in UCF/FullSail area, all
appliances included, HUGE 6'x8'
closets, 11 00 sq ft, $1200/mo
Paul: 407-435-3058
2/2.5 townhome w/garage; appl + w/d;
community pool ; 10 min. from UCF;
non-smoking; no pets ; $1200/mo. (incl
water). Contact 561-994'-0420.
4/2/2 in Waterford Trails close to UCF
and Research Park. Fenced backyard
· with lawn service included in the rent.
$1450 a month. Pets okay with
additional deposir. Community pool,
. Basketball and Tennis court. Call 407925-2872 for more info or appointment.
1/1 condo in Winter Springs.
Large unique free standing 1 story end
unit. 1000 sq ft. completely remodeled.
W/D, pool, tennis and clubhouse. Off
St Rd 434 between 17-92 and UCF.
Lease only $690/mo 407-682-5416 or
407-461-2087

•Pottery
•Office

•And More!
June to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website. Apply on line

TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls:
1-800-997-4347
www.tripplakecamp.com

ISN'T IT TIME FOR A
C VERS 11 N BOUT
YOUR FUTURE?

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock walVzipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday,June 3 and
leaves Wednesday, August 13.
(all

150
Ad Sales/Trainers $700-$1000/wk!

Fun, Fashion, Day Spas!
No exp req ; paid traning. FT.
Women and Men Welcome !
Call Julie 407-628-9256

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
CIiek on Surveys . .
Own a real and tangible on line travel
business
State of the art web site and booking
engine Earn commissions with the
benefits of being an industry insider.
www.travelwithytb.com/farecatchtravel

Help wanted for
two part time positions at
animal hospital.
Duties to include: cleaning,
assisting doctor, bathing, some
filing, and reception work.
The resulc could be che oppormnicy ro build your own financial
services practice. Visit www.nmfn.com for more information.

Central Florida Locations

Beautiful Apartments for Rent
2Bd/1 Bath - 1Bd/1 Bath at 1900
Summer Club Dr. Close to UCF.
Appliances included . $900 - $800.
(954)-804-1376

Brand New Townhouse in Prestigious
Village Walk community in Lake Nona.
Guard gated, 24 hr fitness, pools,
classes, HS internet, shared util. F, priv
entrance. $725/mo 407-340-9887
FIRST MONTH'S RENT FREE
Private bedroom and bathroom in
brand new sunny townhouse. F only.
Come and join us: we're fun and clean!
407-340-9887
1 rm to rent. Share w/ 2 M roomates
in 4/3 w/ pool next to bike trl, off
University. $485 split util, w ireless &
satelite. Call Roy at 407/982-0135.
in a beautiful 3-bedroom, 2-bath home.
All appliances, u~ilities, cable, internet
included. Available Immediately! 5
minutes to UCF! (954)-649-4933

1ST MONTH FREE

'2 Rooms available in 4/2.5. 3 miles

Beautiful 2/1.5 townhome. Completely
renovated, exc. location, only $875/mo
Avail. ASAP. Call (407)-339-1108 x106

HOMES FOR RENT Orlando, FL
Houses, Townhomes, Condos and
Apartments. See photos online now.
www.homerentalstore.com
4/2 home for rent behind UCF in
Regency Park. Avall In Feb,
hardwood firs, fenced in yard, W/D,
appl. Incl. $1600/mo 321-303-0345
3Bed/2Bath TOWNHOMEI!!
· Nice and clean ! Close fo UCF!
$950/mo .or Rent-BY:Room!
407-252-5276
2BR/2BA condo on University and
Semoran in Winter Park . .Brand new
appl. 1 O min to UCF. $850/mo. + sec.
Water incl. No Pets. Call 407-657-5451
UCF AREA -- 2br, 2ba, 2 car gar.
wash/dryer, incl. lawn maint. $1250 mo
407-948-8409

MUST SEE!!!
2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$900/mo 407•416-8369

•,)

-.)

2/2 Condos for rent-must see!!
FREE WATER AND CABLE
remodeled w/ w/d, gated comm.
from $895-$1 000/mo
CALL FOR MOVE IN SPECIALS !
321-689-3612 Victoria Equities Realty

Must Love Dogs
PIT Sales assoc. needed for upscale
dog boutique in Baldwin Park. Tues,
Wed, Thurs 9:30-7:00.
Sales exp req. email resume:
baldwinbark@bellsouth.net

1/1 condo in uptown Altamonte Spgs
avail now. $725/mo + sec. dep, Some
util incl. Newly remodeled, scrnd patio,
tennis, pool, etc. 321-244-0436

ROOM FOR RENT!

from UCF. $440/mo or $475/mo
include elec, cable, hi-speed internet,
water, maid service, etc. Steve 305281-3104 scasios76@aol.com
Female roommate. Condo 5 minutes
from UCF. Furnished except for your
bedroom. Wash/Dry in unit. Pool,
work out room in
complex. $500/month + 1/2
utilities/cable. References and 1
month security dep req.
. 407 474-0334
edi~consultant~yahoo.com
Very "CLEAN" & "NEAT" Waterford
Lakes "FURNISHED" room available.
All Utilities included! Short Term OK.
$500.00 Call/Text Carl at
407.538.3394 or cbfw@psµalum.com

(,

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803
Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990

Downtown Orlando Studio!!! $725
min. to UCFI Great Amenities!
Partially Furnished!
View skyline from porch.(407)791-3723

For Rent. $600/mo includes all! Single
female to rent private room/bath in new
2 br/2.5 ba town home. Fully furnished ,
internet/DTV/utilities, W/D. G;i.ted
community, private parking. Avail.
immediately. (321) 663-4505 or
pickamandaish@yahoo.com for' pies.
2 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 behind UCF. All
Included: Eh:lctric, Cable, Laundry, etc.
$425/month. Non smoking,
non drinking. Christian owner.
Call: 407-509-4737

UCF Area 2bd/2ba First floor, clean
and sharp. All appl incl. Pool,
volleyball, 1/2 mile to campus on
A lafaya. $900/mo. Call 407-232- 1706
UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net

wanted to share FANTASTIC 4/2.5
home In Oviedo. Mins from UCF.
Lake, yard, his Internet. Private
room, bathroom and living area.
All utll Incl. Females Onl),' $600/mo
Call Carlee 321-7A9-0507
·

•.

1 Responsible Roommate

-------Knight Newspapers---------

407-679-2700

Now Hiring

www.workforstudents.com

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Mornjngs

Kid's Nite Out
Alanna F. Buono

Director of Recmicing
The Meier Agency ·
2682 W Fairbanks Avenue
Wimer Park, FL 32789
(407) 754-0507
alanna.buono@nmfu.com
www.nmfn.com/meieragency

RECREATION & RESORT MANAGEMENT, INC.
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5:30 - 7:30 am
Truck o_r SUV required
$10+ an Hour

Now hiring professional caregivers.,
who love children and need flexible hours.
Please call 407-828-0920 ext. 0
to schedule an interview.

AQUATICA· JOB FAI~
FEBRUARY 2 nd
The following Positions:
Lifeguard • Ride Operator • Food & Beverage Cashier•
Food & Beverage Cook• Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:

WHEN: 9:00-3:00 (come prepared for on-the-spot interviews)
WHERE: SeaWorld "Ports of Call" gate
POSITIONS: lifeguards, sales clerks, food service,
park attendants, and more

Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets • College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

•

•
•

•

Hpptv now:

.,

Orlandos new whimsical,
one-ol-a-kind _waterpark

fi\\ out an app\\c.ation
oNUNE\ '1isit
wetnwi\dor\ando.c.011'\

Call: Job Line·(407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM

Find out more:
407-370-1JOB • www.becjobs.com

Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive• Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005
I '
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m!J
Master Bedroom for Rent
-Located in Oviedo, 1O min from UCF
-Gated townhouse community. no crime
(386) 837-7611 for questions & details

,.,

Room for Rent irJ furnished 4/Br home.
1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included.
$500/mo. Avail. Now! (772) 359-2797

Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982

Roommate to Share a 2/2.5 Townhouse
1/4 mi. from UCF & Research Park
W/0, Water, Elec. & Cable included,
$550/Month Call 407-310-6583

1 Bedroom in House for Rent. Fully
furnished! $450/mo, includes utilities,
internet, cable, minifridge. Off Dean Rd.
(407} 860-1209 RCCosme@gmail.com .

Fall out of bed into class. Share great 4
bd home, one min. from UCF.AII incl.
internet, big screen tv, parking. $499
Call Jason, UCF grad 239-633-4216

Two roommates needed to share 4/2.5"
house w/2 females - move in asap
$500/mo all inclusive through -May '08
see www.wlakeshome.com and
call Holly@ 321-287-8471
UCF Area - Female to share 3/2 pool
home. $525 includes utilities, cable,
internet, security system and \/'f/d. Nonsmoker Call (407} 319-4818

Roommate needed in 3/2
N/S F quiet and clean Wanted - 2
BR 2.5 BA Townhouse Near UCF $600/mo.
plus half utilities & cable
Call 954--270-8674

house. Frontll;>ack patio.
2 miles from UCF. Bedrooms not
furnished. $425/mo, house furnished.
New carpet, new paint.
Call 407-923-9281

One room for rent in a a 2/2.5
townhouse near Dean and
Curryford.$475 plus 1/2 electric, cable,
internet; water included
Please Call 321-231-9096

Room for Rentl Hunter's Reserve.
$600/mo, available immediatley.
Existing male tenant: 407-383-9525.
. Leave message.

ROOMMATE NEEDED! Room for
rent In 3/2 off Rouse & 50. $500 mo.
Includes utlllties. Room leads to
backyard. F preferred. Must be clean
& pet friendly. Short term leases are
negotiable.Call Luisa: 954-864-6271

I

ROOMMATES

$450 I 1br - ASSUME LEASE UCF
or VALENCIA Students.2635 College
Knight Ct. At Alafaya. 1 B/B shared
2/2 male apt. Furnished, W/0,
OW, util./Cable. Gym & pool. Jan. 08
- Jul 08. Orig.rent $565.00; yours @
$450/month w/Bonus Incentive of
$115.00/mo thru JL/L 08. Lump sum
per # mos. assumed. Possible $800.
Jer 607-229-4384·
or 321-474-3692.
One room available for rent In
Northgate Lakes. Very close to
campus. Available ASAP.
Call Dorian@ 561-271-5953

Seeking two n/s roommates (m/f}-in a
gated community close to the UCF
campus. Spadous 3/2.5 townhome in
Avalon Lakes. $600/month everything
included. Call Mike @ (954} 234-3953

~ermdlve Spring Break To Israel - March 8th
FREE MOVE IN-FEES! SIX MONTH
SUBLEASE! Paid through Feb 17.
1/1 In a 4/4 at Pegasus Landing
$525/month all util incl. Free shuttle
to UCF. 561-439-9345 or
407-362-2004
JAN AND FEB FREE!
1/1 avail. In 3/3 in Pegasus Landing!
$545/mo. 904-327-0375 or
704 576-1168

5 minutes to UCF
Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Own pay. assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $114,900
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874

1965 Buick Riviera GS,
clear title, $4600, automatic, ext.teal Int.black, e-mail me at
jullebesso@msn.com or call (516)
874-5107
'
2001 two-door Cavalier. Good
condition, runs great! $2,250 or OBO.
Call Mike. @ 407-462-8000

Room for rent with private bath
407-384-7080

..,,,

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY?

KNIGHTRO

How
places Classifieds in the

(enttaf Jfodba 1uture
for as low as ~5 an issue!

ADOPTION is a loving choice.
A warm, caring, loving, financially
secure, happily married couple is
looking to adopt a baby. Lots of love
and a secure future is promised.
Expenses paid. Call Karen or Stan at
Brenner Law Offices bar#260101

1-800-362-9660

..
0~

Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors available in
ALL Math, Science, & English courses.
Contact 407-427-0067.
www.topgradetutoring.com

USED BOOKSTORE

.

@ByPhonc ~
. . •.

~

A13

Fiction & non-fiction; sci-ti, mystery,
new age, comics, textbooks & more.
Cash for your textbooks, credit for
your books. VEDA'S BOOKS, 9442
E Colonial between Econ Trail & 417
vedasbooks .com 407-380-5400
Mention this ad for 10% off!
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Puzzles by Pappocom
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3 Fill in the grid so
that every row,
7· 6
·s
column and 3x3
2
1 box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
3 8 7
Monday puzzle:
9
6
Easy/eve/
8 4
7
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
5 7. 2
6
Friday puzzle:
. 3
Hard level
5
4
8
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Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 "Fernando'
singers
5. "The Maltese
Falcon· co-star
Mary
.
10 Poet Teasdale
14 Turned right
15 Stockholm man
16 Declare
17 "Atlas
Shrugged'
author
18 Johnnycakes
19 Prom transport
20 Trial
performance
22 See the world
24 Like removed
gift-wrapping
25 Hat part
26 USMC part
29 Most lathered
up
33 Jumbles
· 34 Open
courtyards
35 Rights org.
36 Banker's
offering
37 Bi~ bee
38 Beast ot burden
39 Picnic visitor
40 More certain
41 Liquefy
42 Emerge again
44 Most recent
45 Marion or Diana
46 Enormous
47 Costello's
partner
50 Promoted
54 Veal source
55 Fuming
57 Nettle
58 Actor Morales
59 River frolicker
60 Actor Jannings
61 Liability
62 Requisites
63 Pass out cards
DOWN
1 Taj Mahal locale
2 Courting gent
3 Twist out of
•
shape
4 Compulin9sums.
5 Have high hopes

407-447-4S55

9
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T
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6 Get all -dreamy
7 Ky. neighbor

8 Poetry from
Pindar
·
9 Check
1 o Deli offering
11 Tel
-Jaffa
12 Vatican's only
neighbor
13 MP's pursuit
21 Very heavy
weights
23 Philbin co-host
25 Plant pest
26 Grinding tooth
27 Going solo
28. Rodeo
accessory
29 Bum chaser?
30 Habituate
31 Parts of shoes
32 Bird call
34 Halos
37 Call into doubt
38 Grumbled
barely verbally
40 Predicament
41 One tense

B O O T
S A S S

--+-+-+-

T E E N

L I N E S
S A G A S

Last issue solved
43 Earnings
44 Light beams
46 Cast one's
ballot
47 Shot a hole in
one
48 Foundation

49
50
51
52
53
56

Spill the beans
Destiny
Frost
Charles Lamb
Small valley ·
Hwy. sign
abbr.

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Class-ifieds

University Court, Suite 200
( U , ~ . . . . , _ . ........ . .,
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407--447-4556 .

* #1 Spring Break Website! 4 & 7 night

trips to BahamaPartyCruise,
PanamaCity, Acapulco, Cancun and
more. Low prices guaranteed. Group
discounts for 8+. Book 20 people, get 3
free trips! Campus reps needed.
www.StudentCity.com or 800-293-1445.
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Empire dress
with sash. $118.

Strapless party
dress. $158.
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Earn Dillard's Reward Points
·
Every Time You Shop

$2 o

Receive

lnRewardCertificatesWhenYouOpenAnAccount'

tSubject ID credtt approval. Certificates for opening a Dillard's credtt card
account will arri\11l wtth the DIiiard's Card and expire 60 days from issuance.
See credit application for Rewards program terms.

USE YOUR DILLARD'S CHARGE. WE ALSO WELCOME VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DINER'S CLUB & DISCOVER CARD.
FLORIDA MALL (407) 240-1771 • SEMINOLE TOWNE CENTER (407) 330-1775 • WEST OAKS MALL (407) 292-6866 • OVIEDO MARKETPLACE (407) 977-9996
ALT~MONTE MALL (407) 830-1211 • Hair Salon, (407)262-4361: Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 12-6 • FASHION SQUARE (407) 896-1211 • Hair Salon, (407)897-2361: Mon.-Sat. 10-7, Sun. 12-6 • VOLUSIA MALL(386) 255-8161
MERRITT SQUARE (321) 452-6411 • MELBOURNE SQUARE (321) 676-1300, Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12--6
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